The matrix-valued Aharonov-Casher phase factor FAC (related to the c-number Aharonov-Casher phase λAC) plays an important role in the physics of mesoscopic systems in which spin-orbit coupling is relevant. Yet, its relation to experimental observables is rather elusive. Based on the SU(2)-gauge-invariant formulation of the Schrödinger equation, we relate FAC to measurable quantities in electronic interferometers subject to electric fields that generate Rashba or Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling. Specifically, we consider electron transmission through (i) a single-channel ring interferometer and (ii) a two-channel square interferometer. In both examples, we derive the closed expressions of the conductance and show them to be simple rational functions of the traceful part of FAC. In the second case, we also derive a closed expression for the electron spin polarization vector and find it to be a simple function of both the traceful and traceless parts of FAC. This analysis then suggests a direct way for an experimental access to this elusive quantity.
Introduction
The Aharonov-Casher phase factor (ACPF, denoted hereafter as F AC ) 1) is the SU(2) analog of the U(1) Aharonov-Bohm phase factor F AB = e ie c
A·ds ≡ e iφAB , wherein the electromagnetic vector potential A is integrated along a non-contractible loop and φ AB is the Aharonov-Bohm phase. On the other hand, F AC is related to (albeit richer than) the somewhat more familiar quantity, the Aharonov-Casher phase (ACP, denoted as λ AC ). The crucial rôle played by (non-integrable) phase factors in gauge-field theories has been emphasized in Ref. 2 , wherein the subtle distinction between the physical meanings of phase and phase factor is clarified. In the Aharonov-Casher effect, one studies the effect of an electric field on the dynamics of a quantum-mechanical particle with spin s and a magnetic moment µ. Due to relativistic dynamics, the particle feels an effective magnetic field (in its rest frame), that interacts with its magnetic moment. In the Pauli equation for the electron, this scenario is accounted for by the spin-orbit coupling (SOC). In a paradigmatic example of demonstrating the Aharonov-Casher effect, a particle is confined to the x-y plane threaded by a perpendicular charged wire with constant longitudinal charge density η that produces a radial electric field. For spin s = 1 2 , upon completing a motion along a closed planar curve around the wire, the spin-up (spin-down) component of the particle will acquire a phase 2πβ (−2πβ). This implies that the two-component spinor acquires an SU(2) non-integrable phase factor (ACPF) e 2πiβ 0 0 e −2πiβ where β = η/η 0 , with η 0 = 2hc/gµ. Generically however, as we shall see below, when the electric field vector is not parallel to the x-y plane, the ACPF is not diagonal.
In the present work, we focus on the relevance of the ACP/ACPF to the physics of mesoscopic systems, for which electrons are sometimes subject to a strong SOC. It will be demonstrated that these (somewhat abstract) quantities are closely related to physical observables and hence can be measured and provide useful information on the pertinent SOC mechanism inside matter. Specifically, we consider electron transmission through various interferometers within which SOC is active. Pertinent experimental and theoretical studies focus mainly on the single number ACP (that is, λ AC ). ?, 3-11) Here we shall go further and extend our discussion to elucidate the rôle of the matrix-valued phase factor ACPF. It is demonstrated that the ACPF provides information on the spin physics much beyond that provided by the ACP. Relevant experimental observables related to electron interferometry are the (dimensionless) conductance g, as well as the transmitted (T) and reflected (R) spin polarization vectors P T and P R . Hence, the central question addressed in this work is how g and P T/R depend on λ AC or, more generally, on the matrix F AC itself.
In the study of electron transport through an interferometer wherein electric fields are active and generate SOC, an important rôle is played by time-reversal symmetry that is (non-trivially) respected in the absence of an external magnetic field. Recall that the electron interferometer is the key experimental tool for studying the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect in mesoscopic systems subject to weak magnetic field (wherein time reversal symmetry is explicitly broken).
12) As a consequence of U(1) gauge invariance, the charge conductance g depends solely on the AB phase φ AB , no matter how it is generated. In contrast to the AB phase factor F AB ≡ e iφAB , that is a unimodular number, the ACPF, F AC , is an SU(2) matrix that is defined as a path-ordered (Wilson) integral of an SU(2) vector potential. 13, 14) Thus, strictly speaking, the ACPF is not fully characterized by a single number; it is specified by both a unit vector and an angle. However, the single number cos λ AC ≡ 1 2 TrF AC , which is a gauge-invariant quantity, is shown below to have a clear physical content and may be identified with the ACP in the most general situations. Moreover, in the special case of a diagonal ACPF, such as F AC = e iλACσz , the components of an electron spinor
moving adiabatically on a circular 1D ring (parametrized by an azimuthal angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π), gain respective phases ±λ AC (see the discussion in Sec. 2.4), thereby reproducing the ACP in the standard treatment.
1)
The presentation in this work is organized as follows. Starting from the SU(2)-invariant formulation of the Schrödinger equation, 13, 15) we first elaborate, in Sec. 2, on the definition and evaluation of the SU(2) non-integrable phase factors based on the concept of path-ordered integration. Being a 2 × 2 SU(2) matrix, the ACPF consists of both the traceful part (that equals cos λ AC 1 2×2 ) and the traceless part that has a vectorial property. In Sec. 3, we apply these concepts and techniques to elucidate the physics of electron transmission through a planar 1D ring interferometer under a homogeneous perpendicular electric field that leads to a Rashba SOC specified by a position-independent dimensionless strength parameter β. First, we derive the explicit expressions for the ACPF. Then, the corresponding scattering problem is solved and a closed expression is obtained for the dimensionless conductance g(k, X ; β) (here k is the wave number of the incoming electron and X specifies the geometry of the interferometer) that can be written as a simple (rational) function G (cos λ AC (β); k, X ) of cos λ AC (β). Consequently, it means that (half) the trace cos λ AC (β) of the ACPF, though it seems to be rather elusive, can, in fact, be measured in pertinent experiments.
In Sec. 4, we address the question of whether the conductance depends on the parameters of the SOC solely through cos λ AC . Specifically, we consider a singlechannel scattering through a ring interferometer subject to a perpendicular inhomogeneous electric field that is responsible for Rashba SOC and is controlled by two different strength parameters β 1 and β 2 . The basic question posed here is whether the conductance g depends independently on β 1 , β 2 , or only through the ACP [explicitly, through cos λ AC (β 1 , β 2 )]. First, we derive the closed expressions both for the ACPF and for the ACP [concretely cos λ AC (β 1 , β 2 )]. The scattering problem is then solved analytically, and, quite remarkably, it is found that the conductance g(k, X ; β 1 , β 2 ) has precisely the same functional form G (cos λ AC (β 1 , β 2 ); k, X ) as in the previous problem (i.e., interferometer under a homogeneous field leading to Rashba SOC specified by a single parameter β). To substantiate this form of universality, we generalize the discussion and consider a system wherein the SOC depends on any number of parameters {β i } and arrive again at the same functional form albeit with cos λ AC that now depends on the set of SOC strength parameters. The universal function G given in Eq. (33) and the expression of the conductance (45), or more generally, the observation that, once the geometry is given, the conductance g depends on the SOC parameters only through the universal function of the ACP are the central results of this paper. We discuss this remarkable observation within the context of non-Abelian SU(2) gauge invariance and show that, in fact, it even goes beyond what gauge-invariance arguments imply. Generalization to interferometers of arbitrary shapes is discussed as well.
As pointed out above, in addition to the conductance, the electron spin polarization P is also an experimentally relevant observable whose relation to the ACPF is interesting. First, we briefly recall in Sec. 5 , that in a system with two strictly one-dimensional leads (i.e., the source and drain), time-reversal invariance implies the absence of electron spin polarization. Therefore, in order to study spin polarization, we analyze, in Sec. 6, a tight-binding model for electron transmission through a two-channel interferometer of a square form, subject to a perpendicular non-uniform electric field controlled by two Rashba SOC strength parameters β x and β z . It is shown again that the conductance g depends on the SOC parameters only through the ACP λ AC (β x , β z ). On the other hand, the spin polarization P (that is now finite in this twochannel system) is found to depend separately on β x and β z . Further analysis shows that the polarization vector P depends separately on cos λ AC and on the traceless part of the ACPF. This novel finding indicates that the whole ACPF (i.e., both the traceful and traceless parts) is accessible to measurement in mesoscopic interferometry. Quite remarkably, even within such a simple model, it is found that the transmitted spin polarization P T reaches high value, close to 40%.
A short list of our main results is given in the summary (Sec. 7). Manipulating non-integrable phase factors in terms of path-ordered integrals and solving the corresponding scattering problems requires technically involved calculations, which are relegated to the appendices.
Formulation

SU(2) vector potential
The main assumption employed is that the SOC enters the kinetic energy operator through an SU(2) gauge field 13)15) A whose precise form depends on the details of the SOC mechanism. For example, in vacuum, the Pauli equation implies A ≡ 4mc σ × E where m is the electron mass, σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z ) is the vector of the three Pauli matrices, and E is the local electric field. The SU(2)-invariant Schrödinger equation for a free electron (with charge −e and energy E) is given by:
where k = −i∇, ε = and ψ(r) is the electron wave function in the form of a 2-component spinor. If the parenthesis in Eq. (1) are opened, the SOC term of the Hamiltonian is proportional to (k × E) · σ ∝ B eff · σ, where B eff is an effective magnetic field felt by the electron in its rest frame. In solid-state physics (more specifically, within the physics of semiconductors), this form of SOC, proportional to (k x σ y − k y σ x ), is related to the Rashba mechanism. For two-dimensional semiconduc-tors, the Dresselhaus SOC mechanism, proportional to (k x σ x − k y σ y ) corresponds to the case B eff ∝ (k x , −k y , 0) is also relevant. In our examples presented below, the explicit expressions for the ACPF are derived for both Rashba and Dresselhaus SOC mechanisms.
SU(2)-invariant Schrödinger equation for electron
on a ring To introduce the notions of the ACPF/ACP in mesoscopic physics, let us consider (as an example) an electron moving on a metallic ring of radius R lying on the plane z = 0 centered at the origin of the x-y plane. Its position is specified by the polar vector r = (R, θ) (see Fig. 1 ). The electron is subject to an electric field E ⊥ θ. Introducing R as the length unit enables us to rewrite the Schrödinger equation (1) in terms of dimensionless quantities. Within the SU(2) formulation of the Pauli equation, 13, 16) the SU(2) vector potential in the ring geometry takes the form,
where the real parameter β(θ) specifies the strength of the local SOC. For example, if the Rashba Hamiltonian is written as H R = iα R σ·(E×∇) (where α R is the Rashba SOC parameter), then β(θ) = mRαR 2 |E(θ)|. In the present ring geometry, k is parallel to the tangential unit vector θ and we are concerned only with the tangential component of A(θ), that is an element of the su(2)-algebra,
(3) Classically, θ v (where v is the electron velocity) so that n points along E × v that is the effective magnetic field B eff felt by the electron in its rest-frame. Quantum mechanically, n encodes the nature of the SOC. Specifically, n = θ × E for Rashba SOC, while for twodimensional Dresselhaus SOC, n is calculated through n · σ = −( θ) x σ x + ( θ) y σ y With the unit vector n, the SU(2)-invariant Schrödinger equation (in dimensionless units) for the spinor ψ(θ) =
is written as:
where ε = E ≡ k 2 , with E being the electron energy.
Definition of ACPF and ACP
If an electron residing on this ring moves adiabatically from θ to θ + dθ along an infinitesimal directed arc d = Rθdθ, it gains an SU(2) matrix-valued phase factor according to
When, the SOC strength β and the unit vectorn depend on the position θ, two phase factors do not commute. Thus, the SU(2) phase factor accumulated from θ = 0 up to a finite angle θ is given by the following path-ordered (Wilson) integral (or equivalently, an ordered product of infinitesimal phase factors):
where ∆θ = θ/N and the arrow ←− means that matrices are multiplied from the right to the left. Strictly speaking, the path-ordered integral and related quantities are all functionals of the local SOC strength β(θ). To save on notation, however, we will simply write β as an argument and omit its θ-dependence unless it is necessary. Note that, in fact, F AC [θ; β] is an SU(2) gauge transformation such that, after the substitution ψ(θ) → F AC [θ; β]ξ(θ) in the Schrödinger equation (4), the SU(2) vector potential β(θ) n(θ) · σ is locally eliminated and the function ξ(θ) satisfies the Schrödinger equation without the SU (2) (2) phase factor acquired along the entire circle:
Consequently, three real parameters, i.e., the angle λ AC and the unit vector b determine the ACPF unambiguously. Our task is to relate λ AC and b to measurable quantities. The procedure of multiplying phase factors as in Eq. (6) and defining λ AC by (7) can be extended straightforwardly to any continuous closed curve. Note that λ AC and b encode the "history" of both the local SOC strengths β(θ) and the directions of the local effective magnetic field n(θ) along the curve. To see this, consider the equality defining the intermediate λ and n for a product of two successive phase factors for SOC strengths β 1 , β 2 and local field directions n 1 , n 2 . Equivalently, one is asked to determined λ and n in terms of β 1 , β 2 , n 1 , n 2 using the following relation,
With a little effort, one finds
Therefore, we see that λ and n depend on the spin-orbit strengths β 1 and β 2 as well as on the corresponding directions n 1 , n 2 of the local effective magnetic fields. In particular, n has a component perpendicular to the plane spanned by n 1 and n 2 .
ACPF and ACP
Formally, being a gauge-invariant quantity, the angle λ AC (or, cos λ AC ) may be identified with the ACP in our general setting. This is legitimate since the two eigenvalues of the path-ordered phase factor F AC [2π; β] are given by e ±iλAC . Also, we may call the matrix-valued exponent of the ACPF appearing in Eq. (7)
the AC generator. Traditionally, the ACP is defined as the phase acquired by the spin-up component of the spinor moving along the ring in the special case of n pointing a fixed direction, e.g., n = z, that, in this setting, coincides with our λ AC . Indeed, the familiar (somewhat ubiquitous) example that is used to explain the occurrence of ACP focuses on the special case of a radial electric field E = E r generated by an infinite uniformly charged wire 1) [see Fig. 1(a) ], so that the effective magnetic field B eff is independent of θ and n(θ) = z. Then, all the matrices appearing in the definition (6) commute and the path-ordered integral reduces to the ordinary integral yielding the following simple results:
A beautiful duality between the Aharonov-Bohm and Aharonov-Casher effects is that the AB phase is gained by charged particle circling around a magnetic flux line, while the AC phase is gained by a magnetic moment circling around an electric charged line. 17) As we pointed out above, this duality occurs only in the special case of constant n (e.g., n = z) discussed above.
Traceful and Traceless parts of the ACPF
From Eq. (7), we see that the ACPF F AC [2π; β] contains both the traceful and traceless parts given respectively as,
We shall see below that the conductance of an electronic (mesoscopic) interferometer is a universal function of the traceful part cos λ AC while the spin polarization vector is determined by both parts of the ACPF. This enables us to measure the full ACPF in experiments. (Color online) Two 1D rings (to be used as part of mesoscopic interferometer), as considered in the text. In (a), a charged particle is subject to a radial electric field E = Er generated by an infinite uniformly charged wire stretched along the ring axis. In this case, B eff = B 0ẑ (independent of θ) and a phase factors in Eq. (6) commute. The integral (7) defining the ACPF is then reduced to a simple integral, yielding F AC [2π; β] = e 2πiβσz that is λ AC = 2πβ and b =ẑ. In (b), the electric field (generated, e.g, by a gate voltage), is perpendicular to the ring E = Eẑ. The electric field generates a position-dependent effective magnetic field B eff (see Sec. 3).
Ring Interferometer under perpendicular homogeneous electric field
In mesoscopic systems, the (dimensionless) conductance g is an excellent tool for elucidating the underlying physics, such as the SOC mechanism. Here we consider a ring interferometer wherein electrons are subject to strong (Rashba or Dresselhaus) SOC, and concentrate on the dependence of the conductance on the ACP (more precisely, on cos λ AC ). This is a classic example discussed by numerous authors where the SOC strength β is constant (independent of the position) but the SU(2) phase factors e iβ n(θ)·σ at different positions θ now do not commute since the direction of n(θ) varies along the contour. One reason for discussing this system here is pedagogical. First, we explicitly demonstrate how to calculate the path-ordered integrals in Eq. (6) when phase factors do not commute and compute the ACP λ AC . Then, we solve the scattering problem and obtain a simple expression for the conductance as a function of the ACP, thereby substantiate the role of the ACP as a meaningful physical quantity.
In the problem studied here, the central part of an electronic interferometer is composed of a semiconducting one-dimensional ring of radius R, placed on the x-y plane, and subject to an uniform electric field E = |E| z [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Therefore, within the Rashba SOC mechanism, the effective Zeeman field B eff ∝ E× θ is now radial and θ-dependent, that is, n(θ) =r = (cos θ, sin θ, 0). Within the Dresselhaus SOC mechanism, the effective Zeeman field B eff is also θ-dependent: n(θ) = (sin θ, cos θ, 0). The ACPF pertaining to the ring will be calculated in Sec. 3.1. In order to measure the conductance through the interferometer, two one-dimensional leads (electrodes), the source and the drain, are attached to the ring with an angle α between them (see Fig. 2 ). The conductance is calculated by solving the Schrödinger equations as will be detailed in Sec. 3.2.
The Aharonov-Casher Phase and Phase factor
Before discussing the electron transmission problem, let us calculate F AC , which reflects the SOC mechanism along the ring, and then extract from it the ACP cos λ AC upon which the conductance depends. This is done by directly evaluating the Wilson integral Eq. (6). Other methods for calculating λ AC can be found in, e.g., Refs. 6, 11, 18, 19. Nevertheless, we are unaware of calculations of the complete matrix-valued ACPF.
For Rashba SOC scheme, the analytic form of the phase factor F AC [θ; β(θ)] in Eq. (6), which is derived in Appendix A [see Eq. (A·7)], is given for arbitrary angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π as:
where y(β) ≡ 1 2 4β 2 + 1. Then, as noted from Eq. (12), λ AC as:
(a) (b) Electrons approaching the sample from left at polar angle θ = 0 are partially reflected and partially transmitted at the second lead at polar angle θ = α (reflection matrix r and transmission matrix t). The ring is subject to a perpendicular electric field, so that the Rashba SO mechanism generates an effective magnetic field along the radial directionn(θ) = (cos θ, sin θ, 0). (a) The electric field is homogeneous. The local phase factor for any polar angle θ is e iβn(θ)·σ . (b) The electric field is inhomogeneous. The local phase factor for polar angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ α is e iβ 1n (θ)·σ , while the local phase factor for polar angle α ≤ θ ≤ 2π is e iβ 2n (θ)·σ . Case (a) is thoroughly discussed in the literature and displayed in this section for self-contained. Case (b) is novel and discussed in the next section.
As has been noted above, the non-Abelian SU(2) phase factor at an arbitrary angel θ
consists of both the traceful and traceless parts, and hence the ACP, which is defined by the trace of F AC [2π; β], carries only a part of the full information. In this context, it is illuminating to keep track of the evolution of both λ(θ) and b(θ) along the contour for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. Specifically, we inspect the followings:
The θ-dependence of these quantities is displayed in Fig. 3 .
3.2
The scattering problem and the dimensionless conductance Now let us solve the scattering problem to obtain the conductance g for the ring interferometer (radius R) subject to uniform SOC strength β shown in Fig. 2 (a) (we shall also show later in Sec. 5 that the spin polariza- tion P vanishes for the same setting). To write down the Schrödinger equation, we use the coordinate x (θ) for the leads (the ring) and the radius R as the unit of length [see Fig. 2 (a) for the definition of the coordinates]. Accordingly, we use the dimensionless coordinate x → x/R along either lead and the polar angle θ along the ring. Using the dimensionless wave number k → kR, we can write down the Schrödinger equations as:
(17) To set up the scattering boundary condition, consider an electron with spin projection µ =↑, ↓ approaching the ring from the left lead at energy ε = k 2 . It is partially transmitted into the right lead with spin projection σ =↑, ↓ and partially reflected back into the left lead with σ =↑, ↓. The corresponding amplitudes t σµ and r σµ (σ, µ =↑, ↓) are organized into the following 2 × 2 transmission (t) and reflection (r) matrices:
Note the convention that the right (left) spin index corresponds to the initial (final) spin state. The electron wave function at point r (on the ring or on either lead) under the boundary condition that the electron with spin projection µ impinges on the interferometer from the left is expressed as a spinor: Ψ µ (r) =
. Two such spinors for µ =↑, ↓ of the incoming electron may be combined to form a 2 × 2 wave function matrix:
To manipulate the formal solutions, it is convenient to adopt the convention that on both arms, the rightpropagating (left-propagating) wave is associated with e ikx (e −ikx ). Then, depending on the region in question, we have the following expressions of the wave function:
where the origin x = 0 for the left (right) lead has been taken at the left (right) junction and the x-direction is chosen in such a way that k is positive for the incoming/transmitted electron [see Fig. 2(a) ]. The explicit form of the non-Abelian phase factor F AC (θ; β) has been given already in Eq. (13) .
To compute the wave function requires the knowledge of the six unknown 2 × 2 constant (i.e., x, θ-independent) matrices, A + , A − , B + , B − , t, r that should be determined by the following matching conditions. By the continuity of the wave function and the current conservation (the Kirchhoff's law) at the left junction (θ = 0), we have
while the matching at the right junction (θ = α) gives:
The matching conditions (19) and (20) give a set of six coupled equations for the six unknown 2 × 2 matrices A + , A − , B + , B − , r, t, of which we are interested only in the reflection and transmission amplitude matrices, r = r ↑↑ r ↑↓ r ↓↑ r ↓↓ and t = t ↑↑ t ↑↓ t ↓↑ t ↓↓ .
Conductance
For strictly one-dimensional leads, the main observable later in Sec. 5 that the spin polarization vanishes identically in this geometry). Due to unitarity and timereversal symmetry (see below), we actually have the following useful relation:
As is described in Appendix B, the above set of equations (19) and (20) can be solved for the reflection matrix r as:
where we have used Eq. (A·15). Combining Eqs. (21) and (22), we find a closed expression for g:
where Φ(β) = cos λ AC (β) = − cos π 1 + 4β 2 is derived in Eq. (14) as the traceful part of the non-Abelian ACPF F AC (2π; β). For a symmetric interferometer (α = π), g(k, α = π; β) reproduces the result of Refs. 9, 11. Thus, we have verified that g is a simple rational function of cos λ AC . In fact, as we shall see below, the functional form (23) does not change even if we consider spatially inhomogeneous SOC strengths. The conductance g and cos λ AC for the ring interferometer are displayed in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) for different sets of parameters (k, α). Equation (23) might be useful for designing the ring interferometer. If the strength β of the SOC is controllable, then, for a given Fermi energy k 2 and interferometer geometry α, one can tune β to obtain the optimal ACP λ AC (β * ) at which we achieve the maximal conductance g = 2:
In Ref. 6 , another expression for the conductance is suggested in Eq. (10) therein, which for α=π reads: g=1+cos λ AC (the scattering energy is not specified there). We believe that the difference between this expression and the result shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b) is due to the assumption made in Ref. 6 that the contacts are adiabatic and no reflection occurs there.
Ring Interferometer under an inhomogeneous electric field
In order to partially corroborate our claim that the conductance depends on the SOC mechanism only through the ACP, we now focus on a situation where the SOC depends on more than a single strength parameter. Specifically, we first consider the case where there are two SOC parameters β 1 and β 2 that control the conductance through the ACP without touching the geometry or other factors (such as energy and geometry, referred to collectively as X in the Introduction). Then, it is required to check whether any two sets of SOC couplings (β 1 , β 2 ) = (β 1 , β 2 ) that give the same ACP [i.e., λ AC (β 1 , β 2 ) = λ AC (β 1 , β 2 )] yield the identical conductances, that is, g(β 1 , β 2 ; X) = g(β 1 , β 2 ; X). Returning to the ring interferometer, we consider, as in Fig. 2(b) , a Gedanken experiment where the SOC strength parameter β 1 acting on the lower arm (0 ≤ θ ≤ α) is different from β 2 acting on the upper arm (α ≤ θ ≤ 2π). The Schrödinger equations (17) for the homogeneous coupling are now modified to incorporate the inhomogeneous SOC coupling as:
4.1 Aharonov-Casher phase factor for a ring under an inhomogeneous electric field Let F AC (θ; β) denote the phase factor for the case of homogeneous field defined in Eq. (13) . In Appendix A.2, we show that the SU(2) phase factor for the case of an inhomogeneous electric field, by which the wave functions Ψ(θ) defined in Eq. (25) acquire phases along the ring, is given by: 
which, when β 1 = β 2 , reduces to the ACP for homogeneous field, Eq. (14).
The Scattering problem and the conductance
Now let us calculate the conductance g as a function of (β 1 , β 2 ). As in Sec. 3.2, we start by writing down the matching conditions at the two junctions:
If we introducet ≡ F AC (α; β 1 ) −1 t and A ± ≡ F AC (α; β 1 ) −1 F AC (α; β 2 )A ± , we can recast (28a) and (28b) into:
The matrix F AC (2π; β 2 )F AC (α; β 2 ) −1 F AC (α; β 1 ) appearing in the above equations is nothing but the non-Abelian ACPF F AC (2π; α; β 1 , β 2 ) defined in (A·28). Noting that the above set of equations may be obtained by making the replacement:
in those for the homogeneous β [i.e., Eqs. (19) and (20)], we can immediately write down the reflection matrix r as:
where the identity (A·30) has been used. This is exactly the same as the corresponding expression (22) in the case of uniform β except that now the ACP λ AC (β) is replaced with λ AC (α; β 1 , β 2 ). Therefore, we readily obtain the closed-form expression for the conductance g:
with Φ(α; β 1 , β 2 ) ≡ cos[λ AC (α; β 1 , β 2 )] which is given explicitly in Eq. (27). The above result suggests us to introduce the following universal function
that depends only on the Fermi energy k 2 and the geometrical property α, and express g as g(k, α; β 1 , β 2 ) = G (Φ(α; β 1 , β 2 ); k, α). The universal function G(Φ; k, α) that determines the dimensionless conductance g of the ring interferometer is plotted for α = π in Fig. 5 . This (partially) proves one of our central claims that g depends on the SOC strength parameters β(θ) only through the ACP λ AC for the ring. 
Extension:
Multiple intervals with different SOC strengths The above observations may be readily generalized to a ring with multiple intervals having an arbitrary number of different {β i } (see Fig. 6 ). To each interval of the ring (j = 1, . . . , m for the upper arm, and j = 1, . . . , n for the lower), one of the wave functions of the form (18) is assigned with the appropriate value of β j (for the lower arm) orβj (for the upper arm). Specifically, we take the following for the lower arm:
and similarly for the upper arm. The matching conditions at θ = α i (i = 1, . . . , n − 1) or θ =ᾱ j (j = 1, . . . , m − 1) are easily solved to yield the following relations among the amplitudes:
On the other hand, the matching conditions at the two junctions θ = 0 and θ = α are given as:
− ,
Now we use the relations (A·18), (35a), and (35b) to express A (m) ± and B
(n)
± and B
± :
where the SU(2)-valued matrix phases acquired along the lower and upper arms are defined as the products of the F matrices in (A·18):
Plugging (37a) and (37b) into (36b), we obtain the set of equations identical to (28a) and (28b) after the following replacement is made:
As the ACPF in Eq. (31) is now replaced as:
the reflection matrix r is immediately obtained as [see Eq. (31)]:
Note that F AC ({α i }; ) is the total non-Abelian phase along the ring that depends on the positions {α i } of the intervals. Since F AC ({α i }; ) is an SU(2) matrix, F AC (α; ) + F −1 AC (α; ) is a real scalar matrix:
(41) Defining the ACP cos[λ AC ({α i }; )] as before
we see, from Eq. (40), that the r is a scalar matrix and depends on {β i } and {β i } only through a single number Φ({α i }; ) = cos[λ AC ({α i }; )]:
and that so does the conductance g = Tr(1 − r † r). This universality of g may be attributed to the fact that, with an appropriate change of variables, we can reduce the matching conditions to Eqs. (19) and (20) for the homogeneous β with F AC (α; β) replaced with the ACPF F AC ({α i }; ) for the given set of {β i }. That r is a scalar matrix is not peculiar to the ring geometry considered in this section. In fact, as will be shown in Sec. 5, this is generically the case for any interferometer with two one-dimensional leads. Now let us generalize the above observations to cases with arbitrary (presumably continuously varying) distributions of β. If we assume slowly varying {β i }, we may take the continuum limit and introduce
for generic distributions β(θ) of the SOC strength [see Eq. (6) for the precise definition of the path-ordered product P]. We can repeat the same argument to obtain the same equations Eqs. (19) and (20) with the ACPF replaced with F AC [β(θ); ] defined above. Now it is evident that the conductance g is again expressed by the universal function G in Eq. (33) as:
with Φ(α; β 1 , β 2 ) in (32) now replaced with the functional Φ[β(θ); ] for any smooth distributions β(θ). This completes the proof for our statement concerning the dependence of g on the SOC strengths. One may think that the same result could have been obtained quickly by using gauge invariance of physical observables. In fact, the SU(2) gauge invariance requires that the conductance must be a function of the traceful part of F AC [β(θ); ], i.e., the ACP Φ[β(θ); ] = cos[λ AC ({α i }; )]. To show this, we first note that any polynomial of
n U(θ = 0) under a local gauge transformation U(θ) ∈ SU(2). Therefore, in order to be a gauge-invariant quantity, g must be a function of {TrF AC , Tr(F AC ) 2 , . . .}. Note that, in general, Tr(F AC ) n is not a simple function of TrF AC . However, for SU(2), elementary trigonometry tells us that Tr(F AC ) n /2 = cos[nλ AC ({α i }; )], which, then, can be expressed as a polynomial in cos[λ AC ({α i }; )]. This completes the proof of the above statement. However, this general argument tells nothing about the functional form through which g depends on the traceful part cos[λ AC ({α i }; )]. In principle, the function may differ for the case of uniform SOC considered in Sec. 3 and that of inhomogeneous SOC in this section. In fact, what we have found above is much stronger; once we fix the geometry of the interferometer (the shape of the ring and the positions of the leads α), the functional form is universal (except for the k-dependence that can be tuned by the initial condition) and does not depend on the detail of the distribution of β(θ).
Now it is obvious that we can generalize the above argument to the cases of closed curves of arbitrary shapes. Suppose that we parametrizes the curve by an appropriate coordinate in which, after (locally) removing the "gauge potential", the electron wave function assumes the plane-wave form. Then, following the same steps as before, we can reduce the full matching problem to that at the two junctions. The reduced problem can be solved in much the same manner as in the ring interferometer to obtain the universal form of the conductance
: ACP defined by the path-ordered integral along the closed curve) with the universal function G X depending only on the geometry X [see, e.g., Eq. (45)]. 
Absence of spin polarization in systems with two 1D leads
One of our goals in this work is to check whether both the conductance and the spin polarization depend on the SOC parameters only through the ACPF parameters, that is, cos λ AC and sin λ AC b as defined in Eq. (7). As far as the conductance is concerned, we have already verified, in Secs. 3 and 4, that this is indeed the case (at least for generic interferometers with two leads). As to the spin polarization, the situation is a bit more involved. In strictly one-dimensional systems (without any closed loops), time-reversal invariance implies the vanishing spin polarization because, in the absence of closed loops, any SU(2) vector potential can be eliminated globally by a suitable SU(2) gauge transformation. Below, we show that the combination of unitarity and time-reversal invariance allows us to generalize this statement even to systems with closed loops provided that there are only two strictly one-dimensional leads (i.e., the source and drain), as in the ring interferometer studied in the previous sections. Although this property is well known apparently, we could not find a complete substantiation. Therefore, we reproduce the argument here so that the paper may be self-contained.
The idea is to constrain the possible forms of r and t by time-reversal invariance and unitarity. Let us denote by (t L , r L ) and (t R , r R ) the 2×2 transmission (t) and reflection (r) matrices for an electron approaching the interferometer from the left (lead 1) and from the right (lead 2), respectively. Then, the 4×4 S-matrix and its unitarity relation read:
For the off-diagonal 2×2 blocks, we have,
Combining Eqs. (46) and (47) with time-reversal invariance implies,
Here σ, µ = ± 1 2 andσ = −σ. The second set of equations is proved as follows. LetŜ denote the scattering operator each of whose elements forms a 4 × 4 S-matrix. The initial ket for an electron with spin projection µ =↑, ↓ coming from the left (right) is |k, µ (| − k, µ ). The corresponding final bra is kσ| ( −kσ|) for the transmitted electron and −kσ| ( kσ|) for the reflected electron. Accordingly, the elements of the 2×2 transmission matrices t L and t R can be written respectively as kσ|Ŝ|kµ and −kσ|Ŝ| − kµ . Similarly, the elements of the 2 × 2 reflection matrices r L and r R can be written as −kσ|Ŝ|kµ and kσ|Ŝ| − kµ , respectively. Following the analysis detailed in Ref. 20 , the time-reversal symmetry ofŜ implies the relations specified above. Note that the matrix elements of the transmission matrices are related to those on the other side of the sample, while the matrix elements of the reflection matrices are related to those on the same side. These relations imply that spin-flip is absent in the reflection amplitude for each channel, i.e., r L/R νν = 0, and also that the diagonal elements of the reflection matrix are equal: r L/R ↑↑ = r L/R ↓↓ . More generally, these allow the following parametrization:
where ρ, τ, η > 0 and, by unitarity, ρ 2 + η 2 + τ 2 = 1. Since r is a scalar matrix, the reflected spin polarization vanishes because Tr[r † σ r] = 0. As for the transmitted polarization, the constraint β − α = δ − γ + π on the phases of the matrix elements of t implies the vanishing of the transmitted polarization, i.e., Tr[t † σt] = 0.
Two-channel square interferometer: conductance and spin polarization
The discussion in the previous section indicates that, in order to analyze the relation between the ACPF and spin polarization, we need to study an interferometer with more than two 1D leads. In this section, we consider, as a simple example, a tight-binding model of electron scattering in a two-channel interferometer having a square geometry displayed in Fig. 7 , where the local phase factors along the links do not commute and the strengths of the SOC along the vertical and horizontal links are not equal. The model consists of two chains numbered α = 1, 2 with each chain consisting of integer sites −∞ < n < ∞. The two chains are then connected to each other by the two vertical links (rungs) at n = 0 and n = 1 (see Fig. 7 ). The creation and annihilation operators for electrons with spin σ =↑, ↓ are indexed respectively as c † α,n,σ and c α,n,σ , and the spin-orbit interaction is active only on the four links forming the square (shown by the bold lines in Fig. 7) . The Hamiltonian is written as H = H 0 + H 1 with
c † α,(n+1) c α,n + h.c.,
A similar interferometer with a single channel has been considered in Ref. 21 , where the spin polarization vanishes identically due to the symmetry considerations as has been shown above. It is worth mentioning here a few other works pertaining to electron spin polarization in mesoscopic interferometers, albeit without direct relevance of the ACPF 22) , 23) . Fig. 7 . Two-channel tight-binding model for electron scattering from a square square interferometer lying in the x-z plane (shown by bold line). The square part is subject to an inhomogeneous electric field E(n, α)ŷ, such that the Rashba SO strength on horizontal and vertical links are different. The corresponding SU(2) hopping matrix elements are given by e ±iβz σz along the horizontal links and e ∓iβxσx along the vertical links. Generically, the AC phase , depends on both βx and βz: λ AC (βx, βz). However, it is proved analytically and shown graphically below that if λ AC (βx, βz) = λ AC (β x , β z ) then the corresponding conductances are equal, while the corresponding spin polarizations are not.
24)
The ACPF F AC , is a property of the close loop irrespective of the scattering energy ε k = −2t cos k, and is given by the product of the four matrices shown in Fig. 7 :
(51) Consequently, we can express the three parameters by β x and β z as:
The function cos λ AC (β x , β z ) is plotted in Fig. 8(a) , together with the plane cos λ AC (β x , β z ) = 1 2 . According to Eq. (52a), for any fixed value of ζ = cos λ AC (−1 < ζ < 1), there are four curves β x = f i (β z ; ζ) [i = 1, 2, 3, 4; shown by the red curves in Fig. 8(a) 
Before presenting the results related to the scattering problem, it is worthwhile to consider the eigenvalue problem of the a system of an electron hopping on an isolated square. Specifically, we ask if the eigenvalues of the square in Fig. 7 , when it is decoupled from the rest of the system, depend on λ AC alone or separately on β x and β z . The tight-binding 8×8 Hamiltonian assumes the following form 
where each entry is a 2 × 2 matrix acting on the spinor wave function at each site of the square. Simple calculations find the following four different eigenvalues each of which is two-fold (Kramers) degenerate:
Thus, the eigenvalues depends on β x and β y only through λ AC (β x , β y ) defined in Eq. (52a). The solution of the scattering problem using the transfer matrix method is worked out in Ref. 25 , but for the readers' convenience, we detail the solution in Appendix C. It yields the 4 × 4 (2 for spin ↑ / ↓ and 2 for channel α = 1, 2) transmission and reflection matrices t and r whose matrix elements t α σ ;ασ and r α σ ;ασ give the amplitudes of a spin-σ electron in channel α transmitted or reflected into a spin-σ one in channel α . They depend on the SOC strengths β x , β z , as well as on the wave number k that determines the energy ε = −2t cos k of the incoming electron.
With the 4 × 4 transmission and reflection matrices at hand (whose calculation is detailed in Appendix C), we will now inspect the relation between λ AC and the two most accessible experimental observables, namely, the conductance g and the transmitted spin polarization vector P (T) , defined by:
The closed expression for the conductance g has the form,
with the "universal" function G given by:
Clearly, the conductance g depends on the SOC parameters only through Φ ≡ cos λ AC (β x , β z ) [given in Eq. (52a)]. For the transmitted spin polarization vector P (T) , we get P
where we have used Eq. (52b). The fact (proved analytically) that g is a universal function of cos λ AC (related to the traceful part of F AC ) corroborates our earlier results (pertaining to the interferometer under an inhomogeneous electric field) and extends it to multichannel devices. It is displayed graphically in Fig. 8 . In Figs. 8 (a) and (b), the ACP cos λ AC (β x , β z ) (together with the plane cos λ AC (β x , β z ) = 1/2) and a 3D plot of the conductance g(k; β x , β z ) for a fixed value of k are shown, respectively. From a glance at these two plots, it is evident that g(β x , β z ) and cos λ AC (β x , β z ) share the same "equipotential" lines in common implying g(β x , β z ) = G (Φ; k). A 3D plot of the universal function G (Φ; k) is presented in Fig. 9(a) .
On the other hand, the expression (58) for the transmitted spin polarization P (T) z (β x , β z ) indicates that it depends on both traceful and traceless parts of the ACPF. To the best of our knowledge, a direct relation between an observable quantity and the traceless part of the ACPF has not yet been derived previously. We have thus established a direct method to access the full ACPF via mesoscopic interferometry. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 9(b) , the degree of spin polarization is quite sizable even for such a simple devise.
Summary
Let us now briefly summarize our main results. Starting from the SU(2)-invariant formulation of the (k = 0.7, βx, βz) as a function of βx and βz (unpolarized incoming current is assumed). Note that, in contrast to g that depends on the traceful part of the ACPF, the spin polarization P T z depends independly on βx and βz, but it reveals us an information on the traceless part of the ACPF. In addition, it is remarkable to note that even in this simple model the spin polarization reaches about 40%.
Schrödinger equation
13)15) in its dimensionless form (4), we explained, in Eq. (6), the construction of the SU(2) gauge transformation F AC (θ; β) that locally eliminates the SU(2) vector potential [that takes its value in the Lie algebra su (2)]. It is stressed that the matrix-valued Aharonov-Casher phase factor (ACPF) constructed in Eq. (7) is acquired by an electron subject to SOC, that moves adiabatically along a closed curve. The ACPF is an SU(2) matrix that is decomposed into its traceful and traceless parts, and each part has its own physical content.
The relation between the Aharonov-Casher phase and the non-Abelian phase factor is then clarified. Strictly speaking, the Aharonov-Casher phase should be identified with a 2 × 2 matrix ϕ AC ∈ su(2) that appears in the exponent of the SU(2) matrix phase factor and carries the full information on the interference effects, as explained in relation to Eq. (10). Yet, in some circumstances, the single gauge-invariant quantity λ AC derived only from the traceful part of the full non-Abelian phase factor may also serve as the Aharonov-Casher phase. In particular, once the geometry of the interferometer is given, cos λ AC defined in Eq. (12) completely determines the dimensionless conductance g and is experimentally relevant.
To clarify the relevance of the Aharonov-Casher phase factor to experiments in mesoscopic systems, the problem of electron transport through various interferometers subject to SOC is addressed. First, the scattering prob-lem of electrons transmitting through a one-dimensional ring interferometer subject to Rashba SOC induced by a uniform perpendicular electric field of constant strength β is analyzed. The gauge transformation F AC (θ; β) that locally removes the SU(2) vector potential is given in Eq. (13), from which the phase factor was deduced as F AC (2π; β). The dimensionless conductance g is given explicitly in Eq. (23) and is shown to be a simple rational function of the traceful part cos λ AC [Eq. (14)] of F AC (2π; β) .
In order to show that the relation between cos λ AC and the conductance g is more general, we considered a similar scattering problem under an inhomogeneous perpendicular electric field (where the corresponding Rashba SOC is specified by any number of dimensionless SOC parameters). The dimensionless conductance g has precisely the same functional-dependence on cos λ AC as in the previous case [see Eqs. (23) and (32)], with the appropriate replacement of cos λ AC [see, for example, Eq. (27) for the expression of cos λ AC in the case of two strength parameters β 1 , β 2 ]. This central result unambiguously confirms our statement that the conductance g depends on the SOC parameters only through the traceful part cos λ AC of the Aharonov-Casher phase factor. We again stress that this remarkable universality is not at all obvious from the SU(2) gauge invariance alone.
In order to experimentally access the traceless part of the ACPF, it is necessary to consider the electron spin polarization. We briefly explained in Sec. 5 the reasons for the absence of electron spin polarization in interferometers with strictly two one-dimensional leads (the source and drain) whose Hamiltonian is time-reversal invariant. In order to get some hints about possible relations between the electron spin polarization and the Aharonov-Casher phase factor, a tight-binding model of square interferometer with two incoming and two outgoing channels was studied (see Fig. 7 ), for which both the conductance and electron spin polarization were calculated. We solved the scattering problem for this square interferometer in the presence of an inhomogeneous perpendicular electric field that generates Rashba SOC with two different dimensionless parameters β x and β z . As shown in Eq. (54), the energies of an electron hopping on the square (which is detached from the rest of the system) are given by simple trigonometric functions of λ AC . Moreover, as shown in Eq. (56), the conductance is again a simple rational function of cos λ AC , that is the traceful part of the phase factor. On the other hand, electron spin polarization is related in Eq. (58) both to the traceful part (through cos λ AC ) and to the traceless part (through sin λ AC b) of the phase factor. Thus, the elusive Aharonov-Casher phase factor in its most general structure is experimentally accessible with mesoscopic interferometry. 
with σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z ) and ∆θ = θ N . For the ring interferometer considered in Fig. 2(a) , we taken(θ) = (cos θ, sin θ, 0) for the Rashba spin-orbit interaction and n(θ) = (sin θ, cos θ, 0) for the Dresselhaus spin-orbit interaction.
A.1.1 Rashba spin-orbit interaction
We begin with the case with the Rashba spin-orbit interaction where the unit vectorn(θ) is pointing in the radial direction:n(θ) = (cos θ, sin θ, 0). By definition, F AC (θ + ∆θ; β) is obtained by multiplying F AC (θ; β) by e iβ∆θn(θ)·σ on the left:
This procedure enables derivation of a differential equation for F AC (θ; β):
(A·3) The solution to this set equations takes the following form:
where the θ-dependent part is defined as
and the constant matrix C is determined by the initial condition:
Physically, we need the solution satisfying the initial condition F AC (θ = 0; β) = 1 2×2 , that is,
where the unit vector N (R) (β) is defined by
Together with Eq. (A·5), we can easily verify the following properties:
Using the two eigenvectors
of N (R) (β)·σ, we can obtain the explicit expressions for the wave function (A·1) satisfying the periodic boundary condition as:
In these energy eigenstates, the electron spin is tilted in the direction of (cos θ sin γ(β), sin θ sin γ(β), cos γ(β)). From Eq. (A·7), we obtain the non-Abelian ACPF:
14)
F AC (θ = 2π;
whose eigenvalue −e ±iπ √ 4β 2 +1 consists of two parts:
The first part is the usual ACP (11) due to the projection β sin Θ(β) of the effective magnetic field in the direction of the polarized spin, while the second may be interpreted as the spin Berry phase coming from the spinorial part of the wave function ψ (14) is given by the gauge-invariant trace of F AC (θ = 2π; β):
Using the explicit form (A·7), we can show the following relation:
For later use, it is convenient to consider the partial phase acquired between θ 0 and θ: F β (θ, θ 0 ) = G β (θ)C θ0 that satisfies a slightly different initial condition (Fig. A·1) :
It is easy to see that F β (θ, θ 0 ) measures the non-Abelian phase accumulated between θ 0 and θ:
It is important to note that F β (θ, θ 0 ) cannot be written as a function of θ−θ 0 since the differential equation (A·3) depends explicitly on θ itself [see Eq. (A·18)]. Rather, F β (θ, θ 0 ) depends on θ and θ 0 separately as
Obviously, F β (θ, θ 0 ) satisfies the following properties: Fig. A·1 ):
Another useful property is the shift invariance of F β (θ, θ 0 ) resulting from the invariance of the integrand of Eq. (A·17) under θ → θ + 2π, θ 0 → θ 0 + 2π. In fact, noting that the shift θ → θ + 2π amounts to multiplication of a constant (θ-independent) matrix on the right, 
Another useful property is a π shift, 
A.1.2 Dresselhaus spin-orbit interaction
We can follow the same steps to derive the pathordered product of the SU(2) phase F 
All the properties found for the Rashba spin-orbit interaction [e.g., (A·20), (??), and (A·22)] holds for the Dresselhaus spin-orbital interaction as well. From Eq. (A·25), we can read off the AC-phase, which is exactly the same as that for Rashba spin-orbit interaction: cos λ 
As is expected, it is independent of the choice of the starting point. If we set β 1 = β 2 = β, we recover the result (A·14): cos λ AC (α; β, β) = cos λ AC (β). Being an SU(2) matrix, F AC (2π; α; β 1 , β 2 ) satisfies the following identity:
F AC (2π; α; β 1 , β 2 ) + F −1 AC (2π; α; β 1 , β 2 ) = TrF AC (2π; α; β 1 , β 2 )1 2×2 = 2 cos λ AC (α; β 1 , β 2 )1 2×2 .
(A·30)
(b) Fig. A·2 . Non-Abelian AC phase for a ring with two different spin-orbit couplings β 1 and β 2 can be calculated as a product of partial AC-phases: (a) the original ring interferometer (in the coordinate system used in Secs. 3 and 4) and (b) the equivalent system used in the actual calculations.
Appendix B: Solving matching conditions
In this appendix, we sketch the solutions to the matching conditions in Secs. 3 and 4. The matching conditions (19) and (20) 
As the new set of equations (B·4) no longer contains F AC (α; β), we immediately see that the conductance Tr(t †t ) = Tr(t † t) does not depend on F AC (α; β). It is relatively easy to eliminate X ± andt from these equations to obtain the following three equations for X ± and r:
F AC (2π; β)X + − r − 1 = 0 X + = F 
